
Grace Huddle
Leader Guide



Choosing Your 
Huddle Members
This is the most important component of creating a successful Huddle environment. Huddles 
require a different level of commitment than a group, and it’s important that you invite people 
who are ready for that level of devotion.

Step one: pray about the people you should approach to invite into your Huddle. In 2 Timothy 
2:2, Paul said to commit to “faithful men and women’’. As you pray, ask God to lead you to 
people of F.A.I.T.H. (established followers of Jesus)

Faithful: observable consistency in their walk with Jesus, perseverance in adversity

Available: able to meet weekly with only rare misses, ready / willing / able

Intentional:seeking opportunities for spiritual growth and serving others

Teachable: humble, shows a willingness to learn and grow, open

Hungry: desire to know God in a deeper way, passionate for Jesus

You typically find people of F.A.I.T.H through meaningful relationships you’ve already 
established in places like Grace Groups, Serving Teams, or regular interaction at church. When 
you approach others about joining your huddle, you want to clearly communicate the difference 
in expectations between this and a Grace Group and be sure to give them space to pray about 
their decision.



How to Use This 
Guide
The next 12 months of your life will be an exciting time as you enter a season of intentional spiritual 
transformation. The Huddle environment encourages us to engage with God’s Word and His people in a 
way that fosters spiritual growth and renewal. 

This Huddle Leader Guide will introduce each element of your Huddle and help you start strong. You will 
provide this guide for each Huddle member so they can follow along.

This resource will help you lead your Huddle in three areas over the next 12 months:

• Getting Started: getting to know one another, setting clear expectations, and introducing the five 
weekly spiritual disciplines your Huddle will be centered around.

• Quarterly Navigation: tools and tips to enhance the Huddle experience and keep you moving 
forward in a healthy way.

• Multiplying: preparing each member to lead their own Huddle, celebrating your time together, 
and maintaining relational connection once your Huddle is concluded. 
 



Getting Started
Before your first meeting, determine a consistent weekly time and place to gather that is convenient for 
everyone. This may change over the next 12 months, but you want to maintain consistency as much as 
possible. 

Make it your goal NOT to miss a meeting. There will be times when someone can’t make it – vacation, 
work, sick, etc., but as long as you have two people go ahead with the Huddle. If it helps to change the 
day and time of your meeting that week, do that. Cancelling your Huddle should be the rare exception. 
Consistency is key! 

Week 1:

Welcome to week one of your Huddle! Today and next week will look different than your normal 
meetings. You will focus on getting to know one another, setting expectations, and committing to one 
another. Get ready for the amazing months ahead!

Getting to Know One Another:

Below is a list of questions you can discuss as a group. You most likely will not have time to go through 
all of them, but pick 1-2 and designate half your meeting time to discussing them.

● Share a 3-5 minute version of your story. 
(how you came to the Lord, how and when you came to Grace, how God led you to join the 
Huddle)

● What are you most looking forward to in this group?

● Tell us about your family, work, and personal hobbies.

● What is one thing that you are excited or intrigued by right now?  
 
Note: In the future, you can spend more time getting to know one another. A great way to do this 
is by asking a different member each week to share their story in 7-10 minutes.



Setting Expectations: 

Our prayer for this Huddle:

“I pray that he may grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to be strengthened 
with power in your inner being through his Spirit, and that Christ may dwell in your hearts 
through faith.

I pray that you, being rooted and firmly established in love, may be able to comprehend 
with all the saints what is the length and width, height and depth of God’s love, and to 
know Christ’s love that surpasses knowledge, so that you may be filled with all the fullness 
of God.

Now to him who is able to do above and beyond all that we ask or think according to 
the power that works in us - to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus to all 
generations, forever and ever. Amen.” Ephesians 3:16-21 CSB

Over the next 12 months we will intentionally root ourselves in Jesus, with the expectation that we will 
know him and experience his love on deeper levels. We expect his Spirit to strengthen us, guide us, fill 
us, and work through us beyond what we could ask or think to bring him glory.

This will happen as we engage in Five Weekly Disciplines.

1. Accountability – weekly meetings, building relationships on transparency and integrity

2. Scripture Reading – maintaining a daily reading plan

3. Journaling - recording what God is revealing in your time with Him

4. Prayer – with one another when we meet, for one another during the week

5. Scripture Memory – weekly verses to memorize and meditate together

Which of the five weekly disciplines are you currently doing well?

Which do you need to grow in the most?



As we allow God to work in our lives through these disciplines, we will see His impact in the three areas 
that fuel our vision to be outward focused followers of Jesus.

Connect - our intentional connection with Jesus and each other, will help us grow 
emotionally and relationally.

Grow - our regular engagement with God through His word and prayer, will help us grow 
spiritually.

Go - our consist practice of these disciplines over time will produce a desire to help others 
grow into outward focused followers of Jesus.

The next page is the Huddle Covenant. Before next week, we ask that each member read, pray and sign 
the covenant if you are in agreement. We want everyone to be clear about is expected over the next 
twelve months. Bring the signed covenant with you to next week’s Huddle.



Huddle Covenant
Over the next 12 months I will do my best to...

● Give myself fully to the Lord during this time as I anticipate a season of 
accelerated spiritual transformation. 

● Commit to this group and consider how I may best spur others on in their 
relationship with Jesus.

● Meet weekly with my Huddle (60-90 minutes). When unable, I will stay involved 
through sharing journals and prayer requests.

● Commit to the five weekly disciplines: Accountability, Scripture Reading, 
Journaling, Prayer, and Scripture Memory

● Contribute to a group atmosphere of confidentiality, honesty, and transparency.

● Pray every week for the other members of my Huddle and those in my life who 
don’t know Jesus.

● Pray and look for others in my life who I can invite into a new Huddle when my 
current group decides to multiply.

Signed Member: _____________________________________________

Signed Leader: ______________________________________________

Date: ______________________________________________________



This Week: read the following passages and write down any thoughts or questions you may have, then 
spend time praying for your Huddle.

Day 1 – Psalm 1

Day 2 – John 1

Day 3 – Psalm 119:9-16

Day 4 – Joshua 1

Day 5 – Ephesians 6:10-17

Week 2:

Welcome to week two of your Huddle! Today you will review the Five Weekly Disciplines that will 
become the foundation of our Huddle meetings.

Before jumping into the material, take a little time to discuss the passages you read last week. Did 
anything stand out? Did God show you something you hadn’t noticed before?

The Five Weekly Disciplines

Scripture Reading

This discipline is at the heart of what a Huddle is all about. The only required reading is the bible. As we 
spend time with God in prayer and meditating on his word, we are transformed from the inside out and 
equipped to live the life he’s created us for.

For the word of God is alive 
and active. Sharper than 

any double-edged sword, it 
penetrates even to dividing 
soul and spirit, joints and 

marrow; it judges the thoughts 
and attitudes of the heart.”

Hebrews 4:12

All Scripture is God-breathed 
and is useful for teaching, 
rebuking, correcting and 

training in righteousness, so 
that the servant of God may 
be thoroughly equipped for 

every good work. 

2 Timothy 3:16-17

This book of instruction must 
not depart from your mouth; 
you are to meditate on it day 

and night so that you may 
carefully observe everything 

written in it. For then you 
will prosper and succeed in 

whatever you do. 

Joshua 1:8

God’s Spirit uses his word to change our lives. Though we commit to these disciplines, it is not our effort 
that changes us, but his Spirit. The disciplines simply provide room in our lives for God to work.

Your Huddle will choose a reading plan together that includes where you will be reading, how much, and 
how often. There are several plans to choose from (Grace’s OwnIt365 plan, You Version reading plans, 
etc.) or you can create your own. Here are a few examples:



Example 1: 

• New Testament + reading plan from Grace’s OwnIt365

• At least 4 days a week

Example 2: 

• The book of Mathew

• One chapter per week divided into 4 sessions

Example 3: 

• The book of Genesis

• One chapter per day for five days

Journaling

Journaling is a simple way to help you read the Bible with the intention of meditating on it and applying 
it. The objective is to capture what God is revealing to you so that you can pray and consider how he is 
trying to work in and through your life. It is also a great way to record questions and the things you want 
to share with the Huddle from your time with God.

There are several ways to journal. It can be handwritten in a book or typed in a device. It can be short 
or long, creative or just the facts. If journaling is not part of your regular practice, here are some simple 
ways to get started. We will introduce different methods throughout the year.

https://ownit365.com/my-plans/


Example 1: Simple

Date: 0/0/00

Scripture: Matthew 1

Questions:

• What’s with all the names? Should this mean something to me?

• Why does this list only go back to Abraham, but the one in Luke goes back to Adam?

• Pregnant from the Holy Spirit – what?

Comments:

• Jesus virgin birth actually fulfilled a prophecy from Isaiah 7:14

• “God with us” - I love that!

• Joseph is a great example of trusting and obeying the Lord.

Application:

• I could really learn from Joseph’s example of trusting God even when I don’t fully understand 
everything he is doing in my life. 

Example 2: See...Mean...Do

Date: 0/0/00

Scripture: Matthew 1

1. What do I see?

Be a detective. Make a note of significant observations that stood out to you. Look carefully at 
both what is said and how it is said.

2.   What does it mean?

What is the main thought or big idea? Are there any truths, insights or principles you uncovered? 
Try to personalize this to your own life – “What does it mean for me...what can I apply to my life?”

3.   What will I do?

Specify one thing you will do as a result of what you learned. The focus here is change… putting 
into practice what God has taught you.

Journaling helps you understand and apply any passage, and it helps you retain three times more of what 
you read. Each week, you will share your journal entries and discuss what you’ve heard from God in your 
time with him.



Scripture Memory

This is a largely neglected discipline that has amazing benefit for the believer. The purpose of this 
discipline is to store God’s Word in our heart (Psalm 119:11). For this reason, we not only want to 
memorize verses, but meditate on them as well. Once everyone recites the verse, the group will discuss 
what God has shown them as they’ve meditated on it over the week.

The more aligned our Huddle is in this discipline, the more beneficial it will be. Most groups will 
memorize scripture at their own pace, typically one per week from your reading. (or at least one per 
month). The group can decide this together along with what translation they prefer. Though it is not 
required to use the same translation, it benefits everyone when we are able to work as a team to say the 
same verse in the same translation.

Prayer

This discipline is essential for your Huddle’s success. Prayer invites God into our lives and situations. It is 
literally bringing heaven to earth. Here are some suggestions for prayer with and for your Huddle:

1. Pray when you gather each week. Options:

a. Have someone open your Huddle and someone close your Huddle in prayer.

b. Have each person pray for the person next to them.

c. When a member shares a significant struggle with the group, pause and pray for them in that 
moment.

d. Have each member share something specific and personal that the group can pray for. Ideally, 
this would be related to what they have shared from their personal time with God and what they 
feel He is asking them to do.

e. Follow up on prayer requests from previous weeks.

2. Continue to pray for each other during the week.

3. Set up a text string so you can communicate and share prayer requests.



Accountability

Accountability is built in to the Huddle structure. Your commitment to weekly meetings, to the five 
disciplines, and to show up prepared keeps you accountable to the Lord and each other.

Transparency and confidentiality are major components of accountability. Over the course of the next 12 
months your comfort level will grow along with your willingness to be vulnerable with the group. As you 
share your lives it is important to show grace to one another and come alongside members who may be 
struggling or need encouragement. At the same time, you want to help each other stay faithful to what 
God is doing in your lives by holding each other accountable to the specific things he is asking you to do.

When you “Check In” at the beginning of each meeting, be sure to ask questions about things shared 
previously that may require follow up.

Examples

A couple of weeks ago, you told us God was prompting you to ______. How is that going? How 
can we continue to pray for you?

You mentioned last time that you had been struggling with ______. How has God been working in 
your life regarding that? How can we help? How can we continue to pray for you?

Have you had any more opportunities to share your faith with ______?

For This Week

Choose the reading plan your group will use, how many days a week you will be engaging, and begin 
reading on your own. Journal each day that you read, even if it’s very basic to start.

Remember: Huddles are not about deep dives into various study topics - but rather, they are about being 
consistent with God through reading scripture, prayer, and encouraging one another with how He is 
speaking and working in your life. Choose a plan that systematically leads you through scripture, but also 
leaves space for contemplation and engagement with God.



Week 3:

Welcome to week three of your Huddle! Today you will engage in your first “normal” Huddle session. 
There will times throughout the year that you will change things up – but typically your Huddle will 
follow the pattern below. Have a great Huddle!

Typical Huddle Meeting:

Check In / Accountability - (10-15 minutes)  
Spend the first ten minutes catching up. If you want, you can be more structured with this time. 
Example: have each person share his or her “high” and “low” of the week. Use this time to follow 
up on prayer requests and things shared from previous weeks.

Prayer - (5-10 minutes) 
Spend time praying for each other and asking God to direct your time together.

Scripture Memory - (5-10 minutes) 
After everyone quotes the current memory verse, ask, “As you meditated on this verse, how has 
God spoken to you?” We want to be able to engage with God through His Word, not just be able 
to recite it.

Bible Reading and Journals - (45-50 minutes) As you share your journals, a great question to ask 
is, “Which of your Journals entries stood out the most to you this week and is there anything God 
is prompting you do?”

Prayer - (5 minutes) Finish the time by thanking God for your time and praying for anything that 
came up during meeting.



Quarterly 
Navigation

First Quarter

The first three months are about establishing a consistent pattern of daily practices and weekly meetings. 
Maintain your rhythm from the “Getting Started” phase.

Second and Third Quarter

To help keep things fresh, we recommend changing things up from time to time. During months four 
through nine, introduce nuances to your practices and meetings. You are not changing the practices or 
replacing meetings, you are simply adding some flavor. Here are some potential ways to change things 
up: 

Scripture reading

You may want to increase or decrease the amount of scripture you are reading for a season.

· If you are using an aggressive reading plan covering multiple chapters a day, consider slowing 
things down by reading one chapter a day. Example: read one Psalm a day or one chapter of 
Proverbs a day.

· If you are on a slower reading schedule, consider picking up the pace a bit. Pick a whole book 
to read one week, or jump into a reading plan like New Testament+ from Ownit365 or one of 
the plans from You Version Bible app for a month.

Consider trying a more contemplative approach to scripture reading one or two days of the week. 
Here are a couple of suggestions:

https://ownit365.com/my-plans/


Meditative Reading

1. Pray

● Quiet your heart and focus on the goodness of God. Invite the Holy Spirit to reveal His word to 
you.

2. Read

● Choose a small portion of scripture (8-10 verses)

● Read through carefully and thoughtfully

● Read again, this time out loud,

● Now once more slowly

● Allow the Holy Spirit to highlight words, phrases, or concepts. What is standing out to you?

● Write it down along with any thoughts you may have

3. Reflect

● Ponder the word, phrase, or concept God has spoken to you.

● Consider images or thoughts that begin to emerge.

● Be aware of any emotions that surface.

● Write down your thoughts, emotions, and images.

4. Respond

● Dialog with God over what he has shown you.

● Ask him about the things you don’t understand.

● Listen, in silence, for what God is saying or asking you to do.

● Write down any additional thoughts, feelings, or promptings

5. Contemplate

● Simply rest quietly in the presence of God, knowing He is with you and He loves you.



Imaginative Reading

1. Read a story from scripture. Use your imagination to enter into the drama and experience it as if you 
were one of the people in the story.

· Example - Luke 7:36-50 / Math 26:6-13 Select one of the characters from this story (the 
woman, the Pharisee, Jesus, one of the disciples) and read it with that person in mind.

2. Let your experience of the story be shaped from your character’s perspective. What do they see, 
smell, hear, taste, feel or touch? What do they notice - what are they thinking? How are they feeling - 
what are they experiencing? How is this changing the way they see things? How is it shaping their view 
of God?

3. Record your experience and what God has shown you. Write your thoughts in “I” statements, as if you 
were the character from the story journaling their experience.

Journaling

In addition to journaling observations from your reading, try spending time in solitude with God and 
journal your experience with him. Here are a couple of suggestions:

Three Minutes

Minute One - Stillness

● Close your eyes, relax your body, quiet your mind, sit in silence, take deep breaths

Minute Two - Imagination

● Imagine yourself in your favorite peaceful place: mountain, beach, stream, lake, woods, 
your living room, bedroom… (smells, sights, sounds, and how it feels).

● Now… imagine your heavenly Father is there with you… and just “be together for one 
minute” without saying anything, enjoying Him.

Minute Three - Adoration

● Allow yourself to simply adore the Lord - to feel and express your love for Him in your 
heart.

● Consider how much he loves you, how He delights in simply being with you, and how 
eager He is to give you his undivided attention. Imagine His smile as he looks upon you 
in love.

● What would he want to say to you in this moment? Record it.



Appreciation Moment

1. Recall a moment when you have experienced God’s goodness that you are genuinely grateful for. 
(Something significant on which you can still reconnect emotionally)

2. Focus on that memory and engage it with your heart - allow yourself to experience what you felt 
in that moment. (sights, smells, sounds, feelings)

3. Take a few moments to simply feel your appreciation for God’s goodness - allow your soul to be 
satisfied in it.

4. Express your gratitude to God in writing.

Prayer

Here are a couple of ways to enhance your personal communication with God:

Guided Prayer

Guided Prayer is the spiritual practice of positioning ourselves to hear the voice of God. There are a 
variety of forms of Guided Prayer, below are a few apps that provide a simple approach.

● The Bible App Guided Listening Prayer

● The Abide App Guided Listening Prayer

● The Encounter App

Prayer of Reflection

This is a contemplative prayer led by memory. Take a moment to reflect on the current day, focusing 
on memories from events as a way of recognizing God’s Divine Presence.

1. Be Present - Take a moment to be present to the Holy Spirit.

2. Show Gratitude - Walk through your day giving thanks to God for its joys and delights, the 
work you did, the people you interacted with, the food you ate, sights you saw, etc..

3. Pay Attention - Reflect on the feelings you experienced during the day. Boredom? Elation? 
Resentment? Compassion? Anger? Confidence? What is God saying through these feelings? 
How might they be a reflection of what’s happening in your soul?

4. Pray - Ask the Holy Spirit to direct you to something during the day that is particularly 
important (high or low). Consider it. Pray about it. Allow the prayer to arise spontaneously from 
your heart—whether intercession, praise, repentance, or gratitude.

5. Look Forward - Ask God to give you light for tomorrow’s challenges. Pay attention to 
the feelings that surface as you survey what’s coming up. Are you doubtful? Cheerful? 
Apprehensive? Full of delighted anticipation? Allow these feelings to turn into prayer. Seek 
God’s guidance. Pray for grace and courage.

During the second and third quarters, evaluate the spiritual growth of your group regularly and check in 
with your Connections Director to let them know how things are going.

Fourth Quarter
This time is spent preparing to multiply your Huddle and is covered in the next section.

https://www.bible.com/prayer
https://abide.com/
https://encounterapp.libsyn.com/


As you approach the final three months of your Huddle, it’s important to look to the future and consider 
how you can invest in others just as the people in your group have invested in you. Take a moment and 
consider the last nine months. Think of the peaks and valleys you have been through. Think about the 
growth you have seen in your relationship with Jesus because of this group. Think about how significant 
your relationships are with the members of your Huddle.

When we consider all the benefits, a natural question to ask is, “Why would you want to mess up a 
good thing”? It’s normal for our initial response to be to stay together, but aren’t you so glad that the 
first disciples didn’t do that? They left their community so others could find it. All throughout the Bible 
we see a theme of being “sent people” who never allow the blessings of the gospel to stop with them. 
Instead they embrace the promise God gave to Abraham - that we are blessed to be a blessing.

With this idea in mind, think about your family, friends, Grace Group members, people you serve with, 
and more. Who in your life would benefit from a group like this? We know that it can be intimidating 
to lead a Huddle on your own. The final section of this Leader Guide is designed to help each member 
transition from your current group into your future groups.

Over the next three months, you will want to allow each of your members to take turns leading your 
meetings. This will provide a safe environment to help prepare them to lead their own Huddle. You will 
also need to have the following conversations with your members:

Conversation One: Why, Who, When?

Why do we multiply?

Genesis 12:1-3, Matthew 28:16-20, and 2 Timothy 2:1-2.

All throughout the Bible, we see our identity as “sent people.” God never intended for the Gospel 
to stop with us, but for us to take it to others. As believers, we launch out of the comforts of our 
current community to create a place where new people can experience the same blessings we 
have.

Jesus left his heavenly community to come to earth to save us. The disciples left their community 
in Jerusalem to take the Gospel to the ends of the earth. And most likely someone in your life left 
the comfort of their community to invest in you. We now have the privilege to join this movement 
as we provide the same life-changing community to others that we have received from this 
Huddle.

Multiplying



Remember our vision at Grace: to help everyone become outward-focused followers of Jesus.

Who will multiply?

Everyone! We are all called to make disciples. However, it could be that someone in your Huddle 
is not quite ready to take the step of leading their own just yet. That’s okay. The important thing is 
having a plan to multiply moving forward.

Ask this question to your Huddle members: As we prepare to multiply, which best describes your 
current posture?

• Green Light – I am ready to start my own Huddle!

• Yellow Light – I am willing, but have some cautions.

• Red Light – I don’t feel like I’m ready to lead my own Huddle...or I am unable to lead a new 
Huddle at this time.

If someone is a Yellow or Red Light, take time to discuss the reasons why. There can be several 
different barriers that prevent us from multiplying, below are some of the most common. Which 
multiplication barrier best describes how you feel and why?

• Theology: I don’t feel like I have an adequate understanding of the bible.

• Community: I don’t want to leave my current group.

• Practical: I don’t know how to multiply and start a new group.

• Qualification: I don’t feel qualified to lead others.

• Availability: I don’t feel like I have the time to lead others.

• People: I don’t know who I would invite.

As you talk through your current barrier, try to determine if you are telling God “Not Now”, or if 
God is telling you “Not Now.” Should this barrier prevent you from starting a new Huddle? Why?

If not now, what is your plan to surround yourself in Biblical Community? What is your plan to 
make disciples in the future?



When will we multiply?

As soon as possible. As we near the end of our Huddle, what obstacles, if any, do you foresee 
that would prevent you from being ready at this time?

Based on our conversation today, what would be the best target date for our Huddle to finish and 
start new Huddles?

Conversation Two: Identifying Potential Members

As with everything in the discipleship process, we take our cues from Jesus. Before He selected disciples, 
He spent time in prayer (Luke 6:12-16), so that’s where we should begin. Ask God to make it clear to you 
regarding the 2-4 people you should invite into your Huddle.

Remember that the word disciple means “learner,” so begin by asking God to send you a group of men 
or women who have a desire to learn and grow. This may be someone who has been following Jesus for 
two months or two decades. Some of the best people to invite into your Huddle might be those who 
don’t know what the Christian life is all about, but they are “all about” the Christian life.

As you pray over the next few weeks, write down the people that God brings to mind. They may come 
to mind immediately or God may reveal them when you bump into them at church, or as you are 
meeting with someone. Be open to the Holy Spirit leading you, it may not be someone you would have 
considered on your own. Also, remember that you are looking for men and women of F.A.I.T.H. (Faithful, 
Available, Intentional, Teachable, and Hungry). Here are three questions to help you discern if they would 
be good for your next Huddle.

• Are they faithfully following Jesus in the current stage of their faith journey?

• Are they available to fulfill the commitments of a Huddle?

• Do they display a humble desire to learn from those around them?

Over the next two weeks, share your list with your current Huddle members so you can pray together 
over those names. Once everyone has between 2-4 names, take another week to pray together over 
them.



Conversation Three: Inviting Potential Members

A clear and faithful Huddle invitation is the foundation of a healthy group. A good invitation involves 
asking the right person and setting the right expectations. If we don’t do both of these things, we will 
experience frustration when we have to pull members along or eventually part ways with those who 
struggle to commit.

Inviting the Right Person

As we mentioned a couple weeks ago, we are looking for men and women of F.A.I.T.H. It is 
important for you to make an honest assessment of those you are planning to ask. There will 
be temptation to invite someone who doesn’t meet all of the characteristics. You may even say 
something like, “I think a Huddle will be what they need to become faithful.” This should not be 
someone we push into Huddle, but instead allow them to continue to grow in a Grace Group until 
we can answer yes to all five characteristics.

A Huddle invitation should never be an opportunity to prove faithfulness, but always extended 
as a response to faithfulness. Inviting someone who is not a person of F.A.I.T.H. will negatively 
impact the individual and the commitment level of the group.

Setting the Right Expectations

This is as important as inviting a person of F.A.I.T.H. People are joining your Huddle based off your 
summary of its purpose and description. Your invitation sets their expectation. Therefore, if we 
give an incomplete picture of what a Huddle is, we can expect an incomplete commitment from 
the group.

We must then make sure that the vision of the Huddle is clear and the commitment level is 
understood. When we faithfully describe a Huddle and people join with a clear vision and high 
commitment, it will be much easier for your group to grow together and multiply in the future.

When you invite someone to pray about joining your Huddle, give them the following link which 
describes the vision and details of Huddles. visitgracechurch.com/huddles

IMPORTANT: your first ask is that they pray about joining the Huddle. Ask them to sincerely seek 
God to see if this is something he would have them commit to. Give them a time frame to pray 
and then get back to them.

https://visitgracechurch.com/huddles


Celebration & Commission

Celebrate

Finish your Huddle with a celebration of all that God has done over the last year! You may want to 
go out to dinner or go do something fun together. During your time, ask the following questions:

• How have you seen God work in your life as a result of being part of this Huddle?

• In what ways have you seen other members of the Huddle grow over the last year?

• What are you hoping to experience with your next Huddle?

Commission

After you have celebrated as a group, have each leader share their answer to these questions:

• Who is currently committed to your group for the upcoming year?

• When will your future Huddle start? _______/_______/_______

• How can this group pray for you specifically as you step into leading your new Huddle?

Make sure that each person launching a new Huddle contacts the Connections Director at their 
campus so they can set it up in our database and provide the resources you need to get started.

Congratulations!! Your Huddle journey is...beginning again!




